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Intellectual property protection can impact negatively on economic and cultural development of the 
country. The main aim of today’s copyright system is to give certain companies the power over society, 
which they use for enriching themselves. Today, copyright protects the rights of authors; in particular, 
in the field of literature and arts, that is, it reaches the purpose for which it was created, but it does so 
high costs for which consumers pay with their freedom and their money. Convincing arguments against 
intellectual property rights are set out in a recent book Against Intellectual Monopoly written by Michel 
Boldrin and David Levine, two American economists, as well as the book Against Intellectual Property 
by Stephan Kinsella, the American lawyer. In the view of many other experts, total intellectual property 
protection begins to hinder seriously developing science and culture.
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Ж. Ер ға лиева, А.А. Тлепбергенова 
Зият кер лік мен шік ті қор ғау

Зият кер лік мен шік тің кү зе ті ел дің эко но ми ка лық жә не мә де ни да му ына ке рі әсе рін ти гі зе ала
ды. Бү гі нгі кү ні ав тор лық құ қық жүйесі нің не гіз гі мақ са ты – қо ғам да ғы би лік ті бел гі лі ком па ниялар
ға ұс та ту. Ал ол би лік ком па нияның же ке пай да сы үшін қол да ны лып жа тыр. Қа зір гі таң да әде биет, 
өнер са ла ла рын да ғы ав тор лық құ қық тар ды ко пирайт  қор ғайды. Дә лі рек айт қан да, ко пирайт  ал ды
на қой ған мақ сат қа же тіп жа тыр. Алай да осы жол ора сан зор шы ғын дар ға алып ке лу де. Сол се беп
пен тұ ты ну шы лар өз уақы ты мен ақ ша сы нан айыры лу да. Жа қын да жа рық көр ген екі аме ри кан дық 
эко но мист: Ми шель Болд рин жә не Дэ вид Ли вайн ның «Зият кер лік мо но по лияға қар сы» ат ты кі та
бын да зият кер лік мен шік құ қы ғы на қар сы на ным ды дә лел дер кел ті ріл ген. Та ғы да көп те ген бас қа 
са рап шы лар дың ойын ша, зият кер лік мен шік тің то таль дық қор ға луы ғы лым мен мә де ниет тің ал ға 
ба су ын тоқ та ту да. 

Түйін сөз дер: ав тор лық құ қық жүйесі, ко пирайт , зият кер лік мен шік.

Ж. Ер га лиева, А.А. Тлепбергенова
За щи та ин тел лек ту аль ной собст вен нос ти  

(об от ме не ав то рс ко го пра ва)

Ох ра на ин тел лек ту аль ной собст вен нос ти мо жет не га тив но влиять на эко но ми чес кое и куль
турное раз ви тие ст ра ны. Ос нов ная цель се год няш ней сис те мы ав то рс ко го пра ва — дать оп ре де лен
ным ком па ниям влас ть над об ще ст вом, ко то рой они поль зуют ся для обо га ще ния. Се год ня ко пирайт  
за щи щает пра ва ав то ров, в част нос ти, в об лас ти ли те ра ту ры и ис ку сс тва, то есть дос ти гает це ли, ра
ди ко то рой он был соз дан, но он де лает это с вы со ки ми из де рж ка ми, ко то рые пот ре би те ли пок ры
вают своей сво бо дой и своими день га ми. Убе ди тель ные ар гу мен ты про тив прав ин тел лек ту аль ной 
собст вен нос ти при во дят ся в не дав но вы шед шей кни ге двух аме ри ка нс ких эко но мис тов Ми ше ля 
Болд ри на и Дэ ви да Ли вай на, «Про тив ин тел лек ту аль ной мо но по лии», а так же кни ге аме ри ка нс ко го 
юрис та Сте фа на Кин сел лы «Про тив ин тел лек ту аль ной собст вен нос ти». По мне нию мно гих дру гих 
экс пер тов, то таль ная за щи та ин тел лек ту аль ной собст вен нос ти на чи нает серь ез но тор мо зить раз
ви тие нау ки и куль ту ры.

Клю че вые сло ва: сис те ма ав то рс ко го пра ва, ко пирайт , ин тел лек ту альная собст вен ность.
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Not long ago there were two telecasts in the 
Culture Russian television channel (under the 
Cultural Revolution heading), which marked the 
theme of abolishing copyright law. Television 
headlines were more than eloquent: copyright 
should be abolished and copyright is immoral. The 
theme, as they say, was designated. But this issue 
was not a pioneer or sensational.

Since its inception the intellectual property 
rights have been criticized by both individuals and 
communities. And it was criticized both the exclusive 
rights and combining them into a single concept.

Opposition to intellectual property rights 
especially intensified in 1980-1990 period while 
spreading digital technology and the Internet. The 
Free Software Foundation advocates for the rights of 
users of computer programs, and against excessive 
(with its position) limiting their copyrights and 
patents. Electronic Frontier Foundation fights 
against various violations of human rights and 
freedoms i.e. related disorders, among others, the 
implementation of the exclusive rights of intellectual 
property, or committed under its pretext. Since 2005 
in Europe The Pirate Parties have struggled against 
intellectual property at the general policy level [5].

The main purpose of today’s copyright system 
is to give certain companies an unfair power over 
society, which they use for enriching themselves. 
Today copyright gives side effect in promoting 
literature and art, which is the purpose for which it 
was created, but it does so high costs, for which we 
pay with our freedom and our money. The goal is still 
desirable but we must do it with another system [5].

Perhaps the most compelling arguments against 
intellectual property rights appear in the recent book 
Against Intellectual Monopoly by Michele Boldrin 
and David K. Levine [6], two American economists 
from respectable academic ranking (top 5% of 
economists of the world). Full text of the book, 
according to the authors, has been settled in the 
Internet before publishing by Cambridge University 
Press in July 2008 (Boldrin, Levine, 2008). They 
came to a conclusion that in most cases, intellectual 
property protection does more economic harm than 
good and should be removed [7]. 

Michele Boldrin, professor of economics at 
Washington University and David K. Levine at the 
University of California in Los Angeles prove that 
copyright is not an engine of progress, but its brake. 
They also prove that protection of intellectual 
property stimulates human laziness. Staking 
out a scientific discovery or artistic image, the 
franchisor himself (herself) ceases being engaged 
in its developing, and he (she) doesn’t give another 

person opportunity to deal with it. [1]. 
Boldrin and Levine ([6] 2008, chapter 8) study 

the intensity of creating classical music works 
before and after introducing the European copyright 
laws (at the end of the 18th century; first in England 
and then in continental Europe). The authors believe 
that “a number of composers per million inhabitants 
declined everywhere, but much faster in the UK than 
in Germany or Austria after introducing copyright, 
and at about the same speed as in Italy. So there 
is no evidence that copyright promote creative 
music recovery. If there were a mechanism to create 
incentives for composers copyright protection 
wouldn’t be an important part of it” [7].

The essence of author’s reasoning is the following: 
copyrights and patents are not an integral part of the 
natural mechanism of competition. They are products 
of legislative and appeared as a result of the actions of 
the market leaders, interested in reducing competition. 
The result of any monopoly action is known to be a 
price increase, economic stagnation, inhibition of 
innovation and it is not serving the interests of the 
whole society, but only some groups. So for people can 
develop successfully it is not required total rejection of 
intellectual property protection, but the large-scale and 
fundamental reform [4]. 

The authors reinforced this theory by illustrative 
examples. For example, the great innovators of the 
past such as James Watt, the inventor of the steam 
engine, and brothers Orville and Wilbur Wright, the 
creators of the first aircraft, became famous not only 
for its achievements in the scientific field, but also 
as successful businessmen who prevent actively 
others from improving their manufactured products 
and make them more affordable. Thus, protection 
of intellectual property hasn’t led to spreading new 
ideas and increasing profits, but, on the contrary to 
technological stagnation and financial dislocation 
(in some cases, inventors have suffered themselves).

There is a similar story in the field of culture. 
For example, in the 19th century English literature 
has become incredibly popular in the United States 
and joined in all school programs, although in those 
days brilliant authors from France, Spain, Germany, 
Russia whose works quickly translated into English 
also worked successfully. The reason for this was 
“piracy”: American publishers, who didn’t worry 
on copyright protection of their British counterparts 
and British writers, literally flooded the United 
States with public domain books.

According to Boldrin and Levine, every period 
of history marked by technological breakthroughs 
occurred when there was no protection of intellectual 
property.
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It has been observed lately when creating the 
Internet. To this day, companies that are not engaged 
in protecting their copyrights are launching the most 
successful technological innovations. 

Not for the first time, authors were opposed 
to intellectual property in its current sense. For 
example, several years ago Stephan Kinsella, the 
American lawyer, published the book Against 
Intellectual Property [8]. His reasoning may be 
summarized as follows: every inhabitant of the 
Earth pay for somebody’s patents and copyrights. 
For example, there is some part of them in the cost 
of the vast majority of goods ranging from computer 
software to pharmaceuticals and wines. However, 
this proportion is unreasonably high and it doesn’t 
go to the pocket of the creators and inventors of 
new ideas but it goes to firms concerned with the 
protection of intellectual property. For example, 
the proliferation of the Internet and information 
technologies has led to a massive theft of music 
and movies. So movie and record companies spend 
billions of dollars to protect their works, resulting 
in higher prices for their products sold legally [4]. 

The copyright industry plays a great role in the 
United States economy. According to United States 
Department of Commerce, USA industries that protect 
the rights of its products using the copyright provide 
5% of the gross domestic product of the United States. 
It is one of the most successful exports in the United 
States and gives more revenue from sales outside the 
United States than agriculture, automotive or aerospace 
of America. Moreover, the pace of job creation in the 
copyright industry three times as much the rate of 
growth for the rest of the economy of the United States. 
Some experts believe that copyright infringement cause 
$ 3 billion in damage to USA filmmakers (according to 
the most conservative estimates). 

James K. Glassman, researcher at American 
Enterprise Institute, considers the protection of 
intellectual property to be one of the reasons why 
the technological revolution is evolving from 
the road to freedom into the road to slavery. The 

number of patents and trademarks, to be in need 
of protecting, is increasing every day. Now state 
boundaries don’t prevent from stealing intellectual 
property and thieves can operate in various countries 
and continents. Consequently, the expenditures of 
copyright owners to monitor such violations will 
inevitably increase many times. Eventually, the 
owners of copyright may be slaves to their property, 
much of their efforts will not be bent to create a new 
intellectual property, but to protect the old one. 

Robert Boynton, published an article under the 
eloquent heading The Tyranny of Copyright in The 
New York Times Magazine. He came to the conclusion 
that the only truly free space, where copyright 
protection laws do not apply in full, is the Internet. 
However, the era of total freedom in the Internet 
is coming to the end. Film producers and record 
companies for last two years have used the programs 
that allow detecting network users who download 
illegally films or music. There is also well-designed 
software that allows finding texts copied from one or 
another sources. Law firms that defend the interests of 
writers and journalists, have similar programs (such 
as WCopyfinder or iThenticate). The mass media 
themselves also used it (according to the Associated 
Press, USA Today newspaper used it to prove that 
one of its journalists has been plagiarized). There are 
already sites where a creator of some texts located in 
the Internet can register them and in the future he (she) 
will be able to inspect if any other Internet users steal 
words and sentences belonging to him (her) [2]. 

Results

Intellectual property right is the bedrock of 
modern economy. However, there is growing 
evidence that the practice of protection of copyright 
comes into conflict with other rights, such as the right 
to freedom of speech. Moreover, total intellectual 
property protection begins to hinder seriously the 
development of science and culture. The latest “area 
of freedom” is the Internet [3].
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